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We work with the government 

to invest over £7 billion a year 

in research and innovation by 

partnering with academia and 

industry to make the impossible, 

possible. Through the UK’s nine 

leading academic and industrial 

funding councils, we create 

knowledge with impact.



At the business end of innovation 

We enable ambitious, innovative SMEs (<500 employees) to accelerate their 

growth and achieve scale.

Innovate UK EDGE

Exploit Innovation

Source funding and finance

Enter new markets



Success stories:
Artificial reef pioneer ARC Marine

Re-establishing the world’s lost ocean reefs, building artificial 
habitats around off-shore constructions.

This dynamic Devon & Cornwall based company, with 
Innovate UK EDGE help, has:

▪ identified key IP and licencing opportunities

▪ won a £60k Innovate UK grant

▪ reached partners in France and China

▪ started working with the Catapult network

By 2024, ARC Marine aims to be turning over £15 million with 

major contracts in China, Europe 

and the US

“Innovate UK EDGE was there for us at the beginning 

when we were a team of two, almost acting as a third 

member of staff. Now we’re a team of seven.”

Tom Birbeck, CEO, ARC Marine



Activity
Discovery & 

Research Innovation Commercialisation

TRL Description Basic 

principles 

observed 

and reported

Concept or 

application 

formulated

Experimental 

proof of 

concept

Concept or 

process 

validated in 

laboratory

System or 

component 

validated in 

relevant 

environment

System model 

or 

demonstrator 

in relevant 

environment

System 

prototyping 

demonstrator 

in operational 

environment

Actual 

System 

completed 

and qualified 

test  & demo 

operational 

environment 

Actual 

system 

mission 

proven  in 

successful 

mission 

operations

Source: NASA Technology Readiness Level model Academia Business

Innovate UK EDGE

Innovate UK 

EDGE operates 

at:

- Early Stage / 

Growth / Scale

- TRL5-9 



Equip your business to engage in continuous innovation and to optimise operations 

to deliver growth at scale

Up to 15 days of expert support, advice and mentoring

#1 Exploit Innovation

Vision and Strategy

- Governance & Leadership

- Innovation Management

- Organisational Development

Product / Process / Service  

Development

- net Zero

- Lean & Agile

Market Readiness and Alignment 

- Value proposition

- Market information

- Brand Development

- Innovation in Digital Marketing 

Collaboration 

- Supply chain development

- Managing & Partnering for Growth within 

the UK and internationally



Equip your business to engage in continuous innovation and to optimise 

operations to deliver growth at scale

Innovation management

• Access to British Standards On-line services

• Design for Growth

Connect globally to the innovation ecosystem

• Access to grants to work with Catapults

Exploit your Intellectual Property (IP)

• Using IP as a revenue generator and for new product creation

• IP Audits and Access Grants with the Intellectual Property Office (IPO)

#1 Exploit Innovation



Success stories:
‘QLM’s climate mission vs. gas emissions’

A Bristol-based quantum innovator has developed a 
pioneering proton monitoring camera that can visualise and 
quantify greenhouse gas emissions. 

QLM Technology will use its technology to scan gas 
distribution stations and rapidly detect methane leaks. 

With Innovate UK EDGE help, QLM has:

▪ revamped its marketing and IP strategies, 

▪ raised £3.1m in seed funding, and 

▪ won a Bloomberg climate innovation award.

“Jake...was instrumental in guiding us through our 

seed investment journey.”

Doug Millington-Smith, Applications Manager, QLM Technology.



Make sense of the many funding and finance opportunities available.

Seed / Early stage: financial management, strategy, grant funding and 

private equity finance

Growth stage: 2nd round equity, cash and capital

Scale: leveraging assets, debt finance, loans finance

#2 Source Funding & Finance



Understand grants, and build investment readiness

• Preparing businesses for grants & understanding the application process –

Innovate UK and elsewhere

• Preparing businesses for investment (inc. Pitchfest: investment readiness 

offering for UK SMEs)

• Understanding financial obstacles to growth and their solutions

• Aligning with other sources of funding (e.g. ESA, DASA, European 

Innovation Council and Horizon Europe)

• Working with the British Business Bank

#2 Source Funding & Finance…



Open Calls
Non-exhaustive list of open funding calls...
Smart Grants – £25million for game-changing and commercially viable R&D innovation that can 

significantly impact the UK economy. Closes 05Jan22

KTP - UK registered academic institutions, RTOs or Catapults can apply for a share of up to £8million to 

fund innovation projects with businesses or not-for-profits. Closes 02Feb22

Made Smarter Innovation: Sustainable Smart Factory - up to £20m for digital innovation projects that 

improve resource efficiency & energy efficiency of manufacturing processes in factories. Closes 26Jan22

Technology and solutions to enhance the capability of Maritime Mission Systems - The iX

Challenge competition, delivered by KTN, is supporting BAE Systems Surface Ships to identify innovative 

solutions to enhance and enrich the Maritime Mission Systems marketplace. Closes 28Jan22

Driving the Electric Revolution – PEMD (Power Electronics, Machines and Drives) Skills Hub - up to 

£1m from “Driving the Electric Revolution” for the development of a Power Electronics, Machines and 

Drives skills hub. Closes:15Dec21

Fisheries and Seafood Scheme - open funding - for projects in England that secure sustainable growth 

across the catching, processing and aquaculture sectors, and that protect and enhance the marine 

environment. Closes: 31/12/2022

Horizon Europe and more…

Horizon Europe Space Calls - Up to €80m total funding for 

a variety of space-related open calls. Closes Feb22 



Break into international markets to grow and scale with help from our 

connections, expertise and targeted global programmes.

Enterprise Europe Network

• International Partner Search (Offer/Request)

• International Market Entry support

Global Business Innovation Programme

Global Incubator Programme

Recent and planned International ‘events’: South Korea, Canada, Taiwan, 

Singapore, China, Sweden…

#3 Enter New Markets

advice 

and 

support

international 

brokerage 

events and 

technology 

forums

funding 

and 

finance 

And why is this so important? Because 99% of 

the global population and 97% of the wealth 

isn’t here in the UK!



Success stories:
‘Robotics-as-a-service’ innovator

Devon-based HydroSurv has developed a range of 
revolutionary Uncrewed Surface Vehicles to measure the 
effects of climate change in coastal areas and gather critical 
data for the ocean industries. 

With Innovate UK EDGE help Hydroserv is:

▪ revamping its IP strategy

▪ planning a Canadian subsidiary launch after participating in 
a Global Business Innovation Programme

▪ expanding into Northwest Europe and expects to extend its 
reach further afield within the coming 12-months. 

“Overall, the support from Innovate UK EDGE has 

helped us address the gaps when we’ve been focused 

on our day-to-day operations; whether that’s specialist 

support concerning IP, opportunity capture, or advice 

in accessing new markets.”

David Hull, Founder & CEO, HydroSurv



Innovate UK EDGE also supports

Scaleup Programme… for those achieving over 50% growth per annum 

Young Innovators… for young people (18-30) with creative and ground-breaking 

business ideas

Women in Innovation… empowers pioneering female entrepreneurs to develop 

innovations  

And there’s more…



• Bespoke, specialist-led support helps to address the key scaleup 

challenges, but are not limited to 

• access to markets of the future

• access to connections and resources

• attracting growth capital. 

• Available to those companies achieving, or with the potential for, 50% 

compound annual growth rates (CAGR) and over

Scaleup Programme



Success stories:
Young innovators capture carbon

Earthly Biochar captures carbon from waste wood and uses it 
to enhance plant growth.

In 2020, Earthly Biochar applied for Innovate UK’s Young 
Innovators Award, winning one of 64 national prizes. Support 
has included:

▪ Access to Finance guidance and mentoring

▪ marketing strategy, messaging framework and campaign and 
channel strategy

▪ 1-2-1 mentorship from her innovation and growth specialist

With our support, Earthly Biochar has grown the B2B side of 
the business and begun large scale farming industry projects. 

“Applying for the Young Innovators Award was the 

best thing we’ve done so far – the support has been 

fantastic. With Innovate UK EDGE’s support, I think 

we can become an important part of the climate 

change solution.” 

Lottie Hawkins, Co-Founder, Earthly Biochar
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